


A CULTURE OF BEAUTY

House 22… where you make it a home.

Located in the heart of Chicago’s Gold Coast since 2005, House 22 is a spa, salon,  
and sanctuary of tranquility and peace. We are artisans devoted to beauty, providing 
an escape into a serene garden glowing with natural light.

We offer hair, skin, nails, and massages services within our spacious three-floor  
mansion to design an experience that will leave you feeling holistically refreshed  
and rejuvenated.

Our vision of the space exudes where beauty lives. Discover luxury, sophistication,  
and elegance through the Stellar Sunrooms, the illuminated Secret Garden, dry  
sauna, steam shower and private lounge featuring a magnificent indoor garden 
 and a regal fireplace.

Allow us to transport you away from the ordinary every-day to deliver a truly  
unforgettable experience.

Welcome home.



 

PERSONALIZED FACIAL TREATMENTS 
UNIQUE EXPERIENCES

MOONLIT FACIAL TREATMENT   60 MIN. / $175  90 MIN. / $220

THE MOON LIVES IN THE LINING OF YOUR SKIN  -  Pablo Neruda

An exclusive experience comprised of the latest discoveries in skin longevity; known for 
its effectiveness in combating signs of aging. Peel away rough surfaces and wrinkles and 
let inner beauty shine by working on a cellular level to help stimulate facial toning, blood 
circulation, and lymphatic flow. The skin is glowing and appears illuminated.

PERSONALIZED CELLULAR TREATMENT   60 MIN. / $350  90 MIN. / $500
Cardio—but for your face. This aesthetic facial massage is intense and incredibly 
effective. The in-depth and powerful work on the muscles releases tension, sculpts, 
smooths, and plumps for an immediate and lasting lifting effect. Cellular level facial 
provides powerful, multi-modality treatments including various forms of microcurrent, 
cryotherapy, oxygen infusion, serums and masks. The leader in anti-aging therapy.

ULTIMATE FACIAL   100 MIN. /$550

Our beauty experts will adapt the intensity to each individual need to deliver our famous 
manual massage with a vast array of technological modalities to lift, sculpt, resurface, 
and hydrate. This innovative and custom facial is personalized to leave your skin with 
a clear, glowing complexion. An absolute must!
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PERSONALIZED FACIAL TREATMENT WITH BIANCA  100 MIN. /  $600

CURES OF 3 SERIES . /  $1800

Completely customized to your skin’s needs on the day of treatment, Bianca will combine 
her famous manual massage with our vast array of technological modalities, which may  
include various forms of LED therapy, negative ionization, microcurrent, ultrasound,  
cryotherapy, oxygen infusion, serums and masks to lift, sculpt, depuff, and hydrate, leaving  
your skin with a fresh and glowing complexion.

You will experience the full power of Bianca’s skincare philosophy combining technology 
and cosmetics on a cellular level to help stimulate facial toning, blood circulation, and  
lymphatic flow. The ultimate workout for your face with no downtime.
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SPA DAYS AND HOUSE 22 EXPERIENCES
AN EXPERIENCE OF ABSOLUTE RELAXATION AT HOUSE 22  

Surrender to the luxurious relaxation of our spa experiences – from head to toes treats,
this is a must for those wanting to indulge.

HOUSE 22 SIGNATURE  2 HOURS / $270 
Exclusive to HOUSE 22 Spa, our signature treatments work hard to refine 
complexions, focusing on the face and body to leave behind a rejuvenated reflection. 
•   Moonlit Signature Facial Treatment      •   Our Signature Body Massage

COUPLE’S GETAWAY   1 .5 HOURS / $400 PER COUPLE

Immerse yourself with one of a kind experience designed to be a destination for lovers.  
Your experience is personalized entirely from the first minute to the closing ritual.
Couple’s massage has access to the facilities with tastings of sweets and champagne.

THE SECRET GARDEN SPA  3.5 HOURS /  $350
Share a dream together in our secret indoor garden. Experience the scent 
and touch as you and your partner receive head to toe rejuvenation and 
access to the facilities with tasting of delights.

•  Moonlit Signature Facial
•  Complete Custom Massage

MOTHER OF BEAUTY   4 HOURS /  $460
Pamper yourself in pure joy and leave radiant and glowing with complete 
beauty treatments for the pleasure of the senses.

•   Personalized Cellular Facial 
•   Body Polish
•   Signature Manicure

ULTIMATE EXPERIENCE   5 HOURS /  $840
Treat yourself to an exceptional indulgence with this complete program created 
by our team to give you an ultimate fresh start from head to toe rejuvenation.

•   Ultimate Facial 
•   Siganture Massage
•   Body Polish 

•  Manicure 
•  Pedicure

•   Signature Pedicure 
•   Blow Dry Beauty

•   Manicure 
•   Pedicure 
•   Blow Dry or Scalp Treatment



 

BODY MASSAGES
RELAXATION AND ENERGY

OUR SIGNATURE MASSAGE
60 MIN. / $150  •  90 MIN. / $210

Thoughtfully created by our team, this signature treatment artfully combines 
techniques for the ultimate massage awaking all senses. 

COMPLETE CUSTOM MASSAGE
60 MIN. / $130  •  90 MIN. / $195

This powerful ritual is based on five of the most effective ancestral methods in 
the world... this treatment combines an exclusive massage, the intensity of 
which is adapted to meet individual needs.

COUPLE’S MASSAGES 
60 MIN. / $130  •  90 MIN. / $195

priced per person
Relax together with this pampering massage with a blend of essential oils and  
purpose-designed movements to stimulate circulation, promote deep relaxation 
and restore the flow of energy throughout the body.  This wonderful soothing and 
rejuvenating experience is ideal for quality together time.

HOT STONE MASSAGE 
60 MIN. / $130  •  90 MIN. / $195

Relaxing and soothing, this treatment uses the heat from volcanic stones to ease  
tight muscles for a regenerating effect. 

MASSAGE FOR PREGNANT WOMEN

60  MIN. / $120  •  90 MIN. / $185
Designed to improve skin’s elasticity and stimulate circulation, this tailored  
personal experience relieves the body of tension for total relaxation. 
A must for moms-to-be.
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BODY TREATMENTS

 SLIMMING CONTOUR WRAP  1.5 HOURS / $165
Kneading, rolling, rocking… this treatment combines the world’s most effective 
techniques to refresh and liberate the body. Following the treatment, the legs 
and hips feel lighter and the figure appears naturally slimmer.

BODY POLISH  1  HOUR / $90
The skin is clear and refined, as soft as silk, with a surprisingly relaxing effect.  
The scrub is an invitation to well-being.

INTENSIVE BODY THERAPY   1.5 HOURS / $240
Exfoliate, wrap, personalized massage. This treatment is an exceptional experience 
that enhances the body.



WOMEN’S HAIRCUT $95+

MEN’S HAIRCUT $75+

BLOW DRY BEAUTY $60+

UPDO $125+

SIGNATURE HAIR & SCALP TREATMENTS  

CUSTOMIZED CONDITIONING TREATMENTS $80+

COLOR SERVICES: 

SINGLE PROCESS $85+

GLOSS $55

HIGHLIGHTS $145+

BALAYAGE $175+

BLOW-DRY WITH COLOR SERVICE $50+
CORRECTIVE COLOR BY CONSULTATION

HAIR TEXTURIZING: 

KERATIN SMOOTHING TREATMENT $450+
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MICRONEEDLING     90 MIN. / $450 

CHEMICAL PEEL       30 MIN. / $125
 
DERMAPLANING       30 MIN. / $60 

                              OXYGEN INFUSION  60 MIN. / $165 

Microdermabrasion $50 
face

Microdermabrasion $75 
face and neck 

Targeted ampoules $15 
treatment

AESTHETIC CLINICAL TREATMENTS

Revita Pen treatment 30 MIN./$75 

Collagen face $50
Collagen lip  $20
Collagen eye  $20
Collagen neck $50

Vitamin C treatment $50 

A D D O N S
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LASER
THE COMPLETE SOLUTION FOR HAIR REMOVAL 

FULL BODY LASER $399 / 1 SESSION

3 SESSIONS SMALL AREA         $149

3 SESSIONS MEDIUM AREA      $199

3 SESSIONS LARGE AREA         $249

The latest generation of the award-winning Soprani Ice laser hair removal  
system. Advanced leaders around the world use Soprani Ice.

 •   Virtually Painless
 •   Proven Safety Record

 •   All Skin Types
 •   Tanned Skin

THE LASH LOUNGE

A lash lift curls your lash from base to tip to allow a fuller length.

LASH LIFT $85

EYELASH TINT $35

BROW TINT $30

BROW LAMINATION $80

* Lash extensions by consultation.
* Makeup by consultation.

WAXING
LOOK AND FEEL GREAT

EYEBROWS    $30

LIP/CHIN        $1 8

FULL FACE     $50

UNDERARM   $25

HALF LEG      $50

FULL LEG      $88

HALF ARM       $45

FULL ARM        $50

BIKINI              $48

FRENCH BIKINI $60

BRAZILIAN       $70

BACK               $88
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HAND AND FOOT TREATMENTS 

THE SEARCH FOR PERFECTION 
                

HOUSE 22 SIGNATURE MANICURE  $25
HOUSE 22 SIGNATURE PEDICURE   $50

Gentle scrub, repairing cuticle treatment, a moisturizing massage for the hands 
and feet followed by a polish application. This treatment is perfect for those who 
want a flawless look, right down to the tips of their fingers.
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Personalized cellular treatment 
Cures of  3  60 min. treatments        $ 960

Cures of  3  90 min. treatments        $1350

Microneedling 
Cure of  4 treatments             $1450

Cures of 10  1 hour massages         $ 1 170

Cures of 10 1.5 hour massages       $1 755

Cure of single sauna session           $ 40

Cures of  3 sauna sessions                $ 114

CURES
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